
“Look, I don’t really know where we should take this 
bus. But I know this much: If we get the right people 

on the bus, the right people in the right seats, and the 
wrong people off the bus, then we’ll figure out how to 

take it someplace great.”
- Jim Collins, Good to Great
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Why do startups fail?



Why do startups fail?



Noam Wasserman: The Founder's Dilemma
§ 62% of startups fail due to co-founder conflict

Research on EXIST startup scholarship
§ 56% of the projects failed due to team conflicts (Fraunhofer ISI, 2013) 

Fraunhofer: intrapreneurship activities
§ 1/3 of projects fail due to a team misalignment

Research tells us:





WHAT IS A TEAM?









FROM TEAM TO TEAMING



Teaming is teamwork on the fly – coordinating and collaborating, 

across boundaries, without the luxury of stable team 

structures.

Teaming is especially needed when work is COMPLEX and 

UNPREDICTABLE

Teaming is a Verb



WHY TEAMS FAIL



5 Dysfunctions



1. Being seen as ignorant (asking too much)

2. Being seen as incompetent (admitting mistakes)

3. Being seen as negative (being critical)

4. Being seen as disruptive (being an innovator)

Image Risks at Work for
Intrapreneurs



§ Fear of retribution
§ Threat to ego and self esteem
§ Greed or overreaching
§ Killing the cash cow
§ No recognition or appreciation
§ The corporate immune system

Why intrapreneurial teams fail:



WHAT MAKES A GOOD TEAM?



“The key is to create a safe interpersonal environment 
and to focus on optimizing the activity of working 

together.” 

- Amy Edmonson, Teaming, 2012

Psychological Safety



A great team is characterized by:

1.

2.

3.

4.

how you interact is much more important than your talent!

Micro-Perspective on 
Communication

From: Alex “Sandy” Pentland: The New Science of Building Great Teams, Harvard Business Review, April 2012



A great team is characterized by:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Macro-Perspective

From: Patrick Lencioni: The Five Dysfunctions of a Team



Resolving conflicts



Heterogeneous in terms of competencies and roles

§ business acumen + technical expert
§ someone, who executes; someone, who looks at the details; someone, 

who connects the people; etc.

Homogeneous in terms of culture, motivations and drivers

§ shared vision
§ shared working culture
§ shared ambitions

It‘s all about diversity, right?!



Your Task
• Ask yourselves: how do we develop and manage our team? What are 

our strengths? Where do we fail?

• Fill in the following template: What should you..

• Start..
• Stop..
• Continue..

..doing?

• Be ready to present your key results within 5 minutes



„Always consider investing in a grade A man 
with a grade B idea.

Never invest in a grade B man with a grade A 
idea.“
Georges Doriot

„I invest in management, not ideas.“
Eugene Kleiner (Kleiner Perkins)

Founding Teams from an Investor’s Perspective
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# Founding members

How many people?



Is there optimal team 
size?

The team should be fed by 
two pizzas. If they are still 
hungry, the team is too 
big.

In the beginning it’s always too 
small and people are missing. 
After a while there are always 

too many people! 

Team Size



Ego

Team

Organization

The Team Pyramid



In 2014 we interviewed 107 Startups in Austria and Germany about their major 
challenges in team constellations (average age: 2,5 years)
(5=lowest; 1=highest)

4,08 Uncertainty about rewards

1,96 Personal conflicts

1,87 Making strategic decisions

1,81 Clear goals all team members are working towards to

1,61 Clear responsibilities for team members

Team: What is it really?





Who is the better Co-Worker?



Teams: Relationships



- “Gut Feeling”: Do you trust your co-founder?

- Dealing with stressful situations 

- Dealing with uncertainty

- Dealing with negotiations 

- 360 Degree References 

- "Spend a lot of time" 

- Consistency in process

How can I test relationships?





Agile Teams: When should the team be complete?



Agile Teams: Leadership Change





The Consultant 

Short description: Constantly analyzes the current situation
and derives recommendations from the analysis

Strengthes: Abylity to learn, Empathy, Apprehension



The Boss

Short description: Leads, gives orientation, keeps team
together, supports and motivates

Strengthes: Risk taking, Ability to motivate, Ability to make
decisions



The Artist

Short description: asks non-conventional questions, helps to
have different viewpoints, impulsive

Strengthes: Creativity, Ability to communicate, Ability to
inspire



The Maker

Short description: focus on execution, pushes others

Strengthes: Endurance, Discpline, Ability to motivate



The Enthusiast

Short description: brings the fun, is able to inspire

Strengthes: team worker, optimist, ability to communicate
and motivate



The Organizer

Short description: plans and controls, has the overview

Strengthes: flexibility, team worker, structured, reliable



The Helper

Short description: always there

Strengthes: Initiative, Open, Empathy



Your task

1. Have a look at the card deck and reflect which
three roles fit to you the most

2. Introduce yourself using the card decks. What
social roles are missing in your team?

3. Define functional roles in your team: Marketing & 
Sales, Product Development, Strategy & 
Operations



The Consultant

The Helper

The Organizer

The Maker

The Artist

The Boss

The Enthusiast

The 7 Social Roles






